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A Hustler’s Proverbs

I sit down today, and put this pen to this paper in honor of every hustler who has been taught to think that they are out of God’s reach, due to the force fed ideologies of man, which have enslaved the minds of hustlers, by way of creating a false moral code of right and wrong, which hampers the creative mind of a hustler, by way of societies force fed propagated conscience, which enslaved the Israelites in the book of Exodus by the Egyptians.

Now there arose up a new king over Egypt, which knew not Joseph.

And he said unto his people, Behold the people of the children of Israel are more and mightier than we.

Come let us deal wisely with them.

Exodus 1:9-10

It clearly states that the Israelites were more and mightier than the Egyptians, which is a clear indication that the Egyptians didn’t conquer the Israelites physically, so it had to be mentally.

As they say history always repeats itself, and it has by way of false moral indoctrinations that weakens the mind of a hustler and gives their oppressors the advantage as designed, but through this spiritual
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AND INTELLIGENT UNDERSTANDING OF THE BIBLE AS A PROFOUND SOURCE OF WISDOM THAT WAS DESIGNED TO FIT ALL LIFE-STYLE THROUGH PROPER CALIBRATION, YEA, EVEN THE STREET LIFE FACTS

FOR BRIEFLY EXERCISE PROFITABLE LITTLE; BUT GOODNESS IS PROFITABLE UNTO ALL THINGS.

1 TIMOTHY 4:8 KJV

I SIT IN A CELL WRITING THIS BOOK, OBVIOUSLY I WAS NOT EQUIPED WITH THE KNOWLEDGE TO WIN AT THE GAME I WAS PLAYING, BUT OUT OF THE WILDERNESS OF CAPTIVITY COMES FORTH THE JEWELS TO WIN, THROUGH LISTENING TO OTHER EN-MATES, STUDYING MY FOOTPRINTS, AND THE DEVILE INCENTIVE TO RECALIBRATE THE BOOK OF PROVERBS THROUGH THE EYES OF A HUSTLER, GOD HAS MADE ME A STREET PROPHET. SO I CAN REACH THE HUSTLERS, AND IN ORDER TO DO THIS I MUST SPEAK THEIR LANGUAGE, OUR LANGUAGE

WHEN THE DAY OF PENTECOST ARRIVED, THEY WERE ALL TOGETHER IN ONE PLACE .

AND SUDDENLY THERE CAME FROM HEAVEN A SOUND LIKE A MIGHTY RUSHING WIND, AND IT FELLED THE ENTIRE HOUSE WHERE THEY WERE SITTING .

AND DIVIDED TOJUDES AS OF FIRE APPEARED TO

THEN AND RESTED ON EACH ON OF THEM
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INTRODUCTION

AND THEY WERE FELLED WITH THE HOLY GHOST 
AND BEGAN TO SPEAK IN OTHER TONGUES AS THE GHOST GAVE THEM UTTERANCE. 
NOW THERE WERE DWELLERS IN JERUSALEM JEWS, 
DEVOIT MEN OF EVERY NATION UNDER HEAVEN. 
AND AT THIS SOUND THE MULTITUDE CAME TOGETHER 
AND THEY WERE BEREAVED, BECAUSE EACH ONE WAS HEARD TO SPEAK IN HIS OWN LANGUAGE.

ACTS 2:1-6 ESV

So in this knowledge, I've come to realize that I got to talk that street shit to reach my street negro's. So from this point on every street negro will hear me loud and clear!

This book has been on my heart for the last past two years, but I constantly put it off because of other positive projects I'm working on, but fuck that! How would I look if I turned my back on the streets I come from, to please those who careo-less about me when I was one of you. I got love for every nigga out there dowin what they got to do! Fight'n for they life everyday like this pakistan on american soil. Especially all my negroes dowin it to preserve there families life.

Like oprah said "times up!" I'm gone shed light on how we gotten beat through modern day pimpin. That's so shrewdly sequecitive that we pass it on to our klos.
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Behold, I was shapen in iniquity;
And in sin did my mother conceive me.

Psalm 51:5 KJV

One day I was on a visit with my son and I asked him what kind of car he wanted, and he said a rental! Needless to say I was crushed! The Pimp already had his hand on my son, and he was 9 years old then. But after close examination I realized that I was the cause. I shaped him to my Iniquity! He watched me slide around the city in 2-3 cars a week trying to duck the people.

The point I'm making is that we are perpetuating our demise from generation-to-generation, and it's time we figure this out so we can win and enjoy the fruits of our labor, and build up our family, cause a major component of the game is you can't get rich, and make another muthafucka rich! It ain't done work!

Since I been in prison I've learned that if you can see it you can beat it, so its obvious most hustla's can't see what's defeating them, so I'm going to shed light on it.

We as hustla's have been molded from the womb with the subliminal indoctrinations of violence, drugs, money and every other muthafucka negative meme-state that has become the moral fabric that has woven the hustlers.
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Culture together, which derives from what we see and hear in our environment, and further propagated in the music we listen to, too the shows on T.V. we watch.

A lot of people don’t realize the dynamics of the mind. The best example I can give to you, is the same one I received from James Allen. He said the mind is like fertile soil in a garden and everything we see and hear are like seed that are planted in it, which will always bring forth its fruit rather good, or bad. Through this understanding, I’m going to illustrate to all my niggas how the Pencil’s work. His propaganda game on our fertile minds.

Like I said before, my whole purpose of this book is to give all the niggas in the streets the game so he can understand it, the best way for me to do it is break it down through the Pencil game so you can see how we been going out like hoes.

A Pencil say shit so slick, that he sources a woman to give him her money. So the powers that be pop they slick shit through T.V. and music, but the most explorable is music, this the shit they pop through music. Be a real nigger. Kill, fuck bitches, get money. Rob if you got to, sell dope, stay fly. (op foreign cars, smoke weed, pop bottles and all the other dumb shit hustlas do).
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NOW LET'S LISTEN TO THE INSTRUCTIONS OF THE PUMP
SELL DOPE, ROB, STEAL AND KILL AND BRING ME MONEY.

WHO OWN THE ROSEA?
WHO OWN THE FOREIGN CARS?
WHO OWN THE PHARMACEUTICAL DRUGS?
WHO OWN THE CATDORE FASHION LINES?

THE MULTIPLE F*CKED PUMPS. WHICH ARE THE SAME PEOPLE WHO CAST VOTES TO WANT WAR ON THE SAME CULTURE THEY PROMOTE THROUGH THE LYRICS IN OUR MUSIC, WHICH THEY USE TO ADVERTISE THEIR PRODUCTS TO US.
YOU OUT TO PEED GAME CAUSE THE GAME GETS DEEPER. EVERY PUMP GOT A BOTTOM BITCH, AND SO DO THESE PUMPS. THESE PUMPS BOTTOM BITCHES ARE OUR FAVORITE RAPPERS AND ENTERTAINERS WHO GET PAID TO LACE THEIR LYRICS WITH HIGH-PRICED CONSUMER PRODUCTS THAT THEY GET FOR FREE MOST OF THE TIME, AND ALSO HOLD THEIR PLACE NEXT TO THESE PRODUCT'S AND SMILE. THIS MENTAL F*CKERY IS TO LEND THEIR PRODUCT THE SAME VALUE WE PLACE ON OUR FAVORITE ENTERTAINERS, KNOWING THAT THE SCIENCE OF INFATUATION WELL INFLUENCE PEOPLE TO BUY THESE PRODUCTS TO TRY TO IMULATE THE ONE THEY ASPIRE TO BE.

I AIN'T KNOCKED ENTERTAINERS, CAUSE I DON'T THINK THEY ARE FULLY AWARE OF WHAT IT REALLY IS, BUT TODAY I'M THROWING THE ALARM CLOCK IN THE GRAVE-
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You'd to wake up the dead and the sleep hustla's out there gettin' quietly pimped for the money we are literally risking our lives for.

A pimp ain't shit without a hoe, but a hoe can get money without a pimp, so if we done do it, do it for yo self, so that you can graduate the streets.

I ain't bust to keep preachin' at you niggers, I'm gone get to it!

This book will be the colleration of the Book of Proverbs in a hustler's perspective so that we as hustlers can also benefit from the wisest man in the world's wisdom.
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The Source

The Proverbs of Solomon the son of David, king of Israel.

To know wisdom and instruction; to perceive the words of understanding.

To receive the instruction of wisdom, justice, and judgement, and equity;

To give subtlety to the simple, to the young man knowledge and discretion.

Proverbs 1:1-4

(v1) The Proverbs of Solomon:

As a hustla we should know that information is only as as its source. It's vital that you know who and were the game we will be coming from.

In the Bible Solomon is said to be the wisest man to ever walk the earth, and there was said to be no man like him, nor will there be a man wiser than him to ever come after him.

In the night DIO (God) appear unto Solomon, and said unto him, ask what I shall give thee.
And Solomon said to God, Thou hast showed great mercy unto David my father, and hast made me reign in his stead.

Now, O Lord God, let thy promise unto David my father be established: for thou hast made me king over a people like the dust of the earth in multitude.

Give me wisdom and knowledge that I may go out and come in before this people: for who can judge this thy people so great.

And God said to Solomon, because this was in thine heart, and thou hast not asked riches, wealth, or honor, nor the life of thine enemies, neither hast asked long life; but hast asked wisdom and knowledge for thyself, that thou mayest judge my people, over whom I have made thee king:

Wisdom and knowledge is granted unto thee; and I will give thee riches, and wealth, and honor, such as none of the kings have had that have been before thee, neither shall there any after thee have the like.

2 Chronicles 1: 7-12 KJV

As a hustla in any game you play in, Solomon would be a powerful game changer, if we apply one
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THE SOURCE

Tenfold of it! Solomon's wisdom will immediately show up in our profits. It's a known fact that wealth is the crown of wisdom, and you will always see a wise man's crown, with this being said, let's look at Solomon's wisdom.

Now the weight of gold that came to Solomon in one year was six hundred and sixty-six talents of gold.

2 Chronicles 9:13 KJV

At the time of this writing, I'm locked down in the SHJ (hole)! Which means I don't have access to my Bible concordance that breaks down everything in the Bible such as how much talents are. I do remember doing the math on Solomon's income, and it was over a billion dollars a year.

This is a substantial amount of money especially in an era where there were no phone's, computers, car's, or any other modern-day tool's to expedite business. Every nigga got to respect Solomon's hustle hand. His crown consisted of a billion dollars a year. Jay-Z is Hip-Hop's Hustler of the Year and he ain't reached a billion yet.
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The Source

As a investor respect's Warren Buffet and Worsher the ground he walks on, as every hustla should Solomon! When you look in a book store, you'll see a self-help book for everything under the sun, but insight for a hustla, we got to find our own help and salvation, cause when you look at the score, you'll clearly see it's more hustla's losin' than there are winnin'. It's obvious we're playin' a losing game up until this point, not due to me, it's due to Solomon. I just was given the ability to be able to draw from his wisdom so that it will be beneficial to the hustla's community!
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THE POWER OF HEARING

A WISE MAN WILL HEAR, AND WILL INCREASE LEARNING;
AND A MAN OF UNDERSTANDING SHALL ATTAIN UNTO WISE COUNSEL

PROVERBS 1: 5 KJV

(A) A WISE MAN WILL HEAR;

WHAT MAKES A MAN WISE IS HIS ABILITY TO HEAR, SO WE AS HUSTLERS MUST LEARN TO STOP TALKING AND JUST LISTEN. TO STOP LISTENING IS TO STOP LEARNING, AND TO STOP LEARNING IS TO BECOME STAGNANT, AND STAGNATION IS THE BEGINNING OF DEATH!

LISTENING IS ONE OF THE WAYS THAT OUR EDUCATION OCCURS. THIS IS SOMETHING EVERY HUSTLER MUST EXCEPT, BECAUSE IGNORANCE DOES NOT MAKE ANYONE EXEMPT FROM THE UNDEViating LAWS OF NATURE. JUST AS JUMPING FROM A SKY SCRAPER THROUGH IGNORANCE DOES NOT MAKE THEM EXEMPT FROM THE LAW OF GRAVITY! WITH THIS BEING SAID, EVERYTHING YOU HEAR IS CONVERTED INTO KNOWLEDGE RATHER IT'S SOME FRIVOLOUS SHIT, OR SERIOUS FOOD FOR THOUGHT.

I WAS TAUGHT THAT A COMPUTER IS THE MENTAL OF
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The Power of Hearing

A man's mind that works tediously void of all emotion, and a computer, and our mind is nothing more than a data processor, and a hustler's success will always come down to how fast you can process information.

(2) and will increase learning.

Hearing increased learning by listening which is taking in information for your mind to process and apply.

I'm going to give you some deep ass game! Word are nothing more than the verbal affirmation of thought. Meaning every word comes from a thought, and once you learn to listen to hear people's thought you will get a read on their character as well as their needs and desires, and this alone will give a true hustler direction.

It's a saying that goes like this: A real hustler what want ask you what you want you'll tell him!
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THE POWER OF HEARING

(G) AND A MAN OF UNDERSTANDING SHALL ATTAIN
UNTO WISE COUNSEL

As I mentioned before, everything that we hear
add's to our education, and this education ultimately
shapes our mind, and directs our paths. Once we as
hustlers embrace this we can begin to govern our
mind, and begin to take control of our actions by
consciously putting our feet down the path's of
life we as hustler intentionally choose, through wea-
ding the garden of our mind, by mentioning what we
listen too!

Before I go any further I'm going to give you
an example to show hustler how words emperganate
the mind and gives birth to our actions.

In the streets we got codes that we live by
such as never let a nigga violate, or play us, and
if they do fuck'em around these word of retaliati-
on have planted, and water so much in our mind
that when a nigga say, or do the wrong thing to
us we carry out our pre-programed response of
violence as if it was a reflex.

I'm going to show you how I let a nigga pro-
gram my mind so you can see it.
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THE POWER OF HEARING

I met a guy from my city while I was in the federal holding facility waiting to get sentenced, and he was back on violation, but he'd been down 17 years, which he spent in the U.S.P. These are the most violent prisons in the Fed's, and he was given me the game on what goes on, and how I got to carry it. To say the least I got a crazy history of violence since I been in the Fed's.

I can honestly admit that I let this man shape my thoughts and direct me to a path of violence that I now regret!

As a man who understands this ability to be influenced by the knowledge conveyed through words we must wisely choose the conversations we indulge in. If you can't steer the conversation, to shut that's worth learning to excuse yourself, or politely express this.
A Hustler's Proverbs

The Foundation of Knowledge

The fear of the Lord is the beginning of knowledge,
but fools despise wisdom and instruction.

Proverbs 1:7 KJV

(A) The fear of the Lord is the beginning of knowledge:

I know you probably think I'm about to holla at you
with some far off Christian shit, but this is really
about to put you all the way in the game!

In order to get the game I got to show you
what the fuck it is to fear the Lord. To fear the
Lord is to follow the ten commandments.

That thou mightest fear the Lord thy
God to keep all his statues and his com-
mmandments, which I command thee,

Deuteronomy 6:2 (A)

The key to the game lies in the command-
ments, and I'm going to give you a quick but
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The Foundation of Knowledge

Through run down on it so you can see that they a set of universal laws to navigate the mind!

1st
The Commandment

I am the Lord thy God, which brought thee out of the land of Egypt, from the house of bondage.

Thou shalt have none other god before me.

Deuteronomy 5: 6-7

(8a) I am the Lord thy God.

The word Lord is a substitute for the word Yahweh, which is God's name, which is also His attribute. The word Yahweh means "He who causes all things to become" the creator.

This Yahweh is God, and God is spirit.

God is spirit.

John 4:24 (a)
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The Foundation of Knowledge

It's in this knowledge of the spirit that's going to put hustlers so far ahead of the game.

Peep game, the word spirit in Hebrew is ruah which represents the breath of life and has infesteses of the power of thought.

Spirit (ruah) word, breath, spirit: From the base meaning of "wind," (or "breath") comes the meaning of "spirit" as the immaterial supernatural being, and as the immaterial part of the inner person with possible focus on the reasoning and thinking faculty: ("mind" or "heart")

The Strongest Strongs Concord-

As we as hustlers begin to digest this knowledge that the holy spirit of God is the immaterial consciousness of thought we within us we will see our thought's as a spiritual entity, and steer away from all that sucka shit! If the kingdom of heaven is within, and God is the king of heaven, and the only immaterial aspect of our being is thought, wouldn't that make our thoughts...
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THE FOUNDATION OF KNOWLEDGE

GOD? THE SHIT IS RIGHT IN YO FACE! IF YOU IGNORE THIS YOU WILL CONTINUE TO BE WIELLED OUT! LOST, ALWAYS BEING LED IN THE WRONG DIRECTION! LET THE SUCKA'S OF THE WORLD LOOK TO THE SKY, BUT LET US HUSTLERS START LOOKED WITHIN! REAL SHIT!

BEHOLD, THE KINGDOM OF GOD IS WITHIN YOU.

LUKE 17:21 (B) KJV

ALL THAT OTHER SHIT MYTHA FICKA'S KECKIN FOR THE DEEP! THIS KNOWLEDGE IS OUR SALVATION! RESPECT YO MIND, AND FEED IT WITH KNOWLEDGE, AND INFORMATION, AND THE HOLY SPIRIT WITHIN WILL SHOW YOU HOW TO APPLY IT.

DON'T GET IT TWISTED, OR FICKED UP, I AIN'T SAYIN GOD DON'T EXIST, I'M SAYIN GOD AINT WERE SOCIETY TELL'S US, AIN'T NOThin IN THE SKY BUT STARS, LET THE SUCKA'S KEEP DREAMIN', SO WE CAN TAP INTO THE POWER OF OUR THOUGHT SO WE CAN GET THESE BLESSIN FOREAL!

HEAR, O HEAVENS, AND GIVE EAR, O EARTH!
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THE FOUNDATION OF KNOWLEDGE

O EARTH: FOR THE LORD HATH SPOKEN:
I HAVE NOURISHED AND Brought UP CHILDREN, AND THEY HAVE REBELLED AGAINST ME.
THE OX KNOWETH HIS OWNER, AND THE ASS HIS MASTER'S CLEBB: BUT ISREAL DOOTH NOT KNOW,

ISAIAH 1:2-3

BASICALLY WHAT'S BEEN SAID IS MUTHAFUCKA'S DON'T EVEN KNOW WHO THEIR GOD IS! SAD BUT TRUE!
IT'S THIS INSECT THAT'S DONE PUT US HUSTLER IN FRONT OF EVERY GAME WE PLAY!

(7) THOU SHALT HAVE NO OTHER GOD BEFORE ME;

NOW THAT WE AS HUSTLERS KNOW WHO THE FUCK GOD IS WE CAN STOP PUTTING SHIT BEFORE HIM!
I KNOW YOU NIGGA'S WONDERED, HOW THE FUCK DO WE DO THIS? WE DO IT BY PUTTING MORE VALUE ON CREATIONS (TANGIBLE MATERIAL SHIT) OVER THE CREATOR (THE MIND)!
LETS PUT LIFE UNDER THE MICROSCOPE AND
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The Foundation of Knowledge

Take a look at this shit!

Every book, invention, home, clothing company, car, jewelry, and every other material item originated in the mind, which is the creative nature of God!

I'm done stop here cause the next commandment elaborates on this.

The 2nd Commandment

Thou shalt not make thee any graven image, or any likeness of anything that is in heaven above, or that is in the earth beneath, or that is in the waters beneath the earth:

Thou shalt not bow down thyself unto them, nor serve them: For I am the LORD thy God, a jealous God, visiting the iniquity of the fathers upon the children unto the third and fourth generation of them that hate me,

And showing mercy unto thousands of them that love me and keep my commandments.
A HUSTLERS PROVERBS

THE FOUNDATION OF THOUGHT

CREATIVE NATURE OF THOUGHT, IN WHICH IS WITHIN ALL HUSTLERS GRASP ONCE THEY LEARN TO APPLY THEIR THOUGHTS.

NOW I'M GONE SHOW YALL NEEWA'S, WHY WORSHIP'N THEY SHIT IS KEEP YOU FROM GETTIN' YO SHIT! FIRST THINK FIRST, YOU GOT TO REALIZE THE GROWTH AND ADVANCEMENT OF THE IMMATERIAL REALM OF THOUGHT IS AT ODDS WITH THE MATERIAL REALM OF MATERIAL SHIT DUE TO THE FACT HUSTLER SEEK TO ATTAIN A ABUNDANCE OF MATERIAL SHIT TO FEEL GOOD ON THE INSIDE WHEN!

TRUE WEALTH IS IN THE STRENGTHENING AND CULTIVATION OF THE MIND SO WE CAN START DIRECTING OUR THOUGHTS WITH A DEFINATE PURPOSE WHICH IS TO WIN!

THESE SOUN LIKE SOME SHAKE SPEAR TYPE SHIT YOU NEEWA'S AIN'T TRYNA HEAR, BUT IT'S WHAT YOU NEED TO HEAR! WHAT I'M GONE DO IS SHOW YO HOW THESSHIT PLAY OUT IN OUR DAY-TO-DAY!

THE COMMON MASTICITY TODAY IS CHASE PAPA, STAY FLY, COP THOSE FORIEGN'S, AND MOVE INTO THAT MUTHAFUCKIN PENTHOUSE.

NOW I'M GONE BREAK THESSHIT DOWN SO YOU CAN SEE THE CURSE THAT'S KEEPIN' US TEN MILES
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FIRST HUSTLERS MUST UNDERSTAND WHAT THE FUCK GRAVEN IMAGES OF TODAY IS!

THEIR LAND IS FULL OF TOOLS, THEY WORSHIP THE WORK OF THEIR OWN HANDS

ISAIAH 2:8 KJV

YEA, YOU SEE IT MY NIGGA! THE TOOL WE WORSHIP TODAY IS ALL THE FLY MATERIALISTIC SHIT THATS MAN MADE, OR HAND MADE SHIT. WHEN YOU ACTUALLY LOOK AT IT THE RIGHT WAY I DOUBTLY HAS ALWAYS BEEN THE WORSHIPPED OF MONEY OR REPRESENTATION OF WEALTH. BACK IN THE DAYS BEFORE THE DOLLAR, WEALTH WAS FOUND IN GOLD, SILVER, COPPER, STONES (DIAMONDS) AND LIVESTOCK (ANIMALS). SO THIS AIN'T NEW.

I KNOW YOU HUSTLERS ALREADY SEE WHERE THIS SHIT COME, AND YOU AINT FEELIN IT! MOST HUSTLERS TODAY HUSTLE JUST TO KEEP ALL THE FLY SHIT, AND I FEEL YOU CAUSE I USE TO BE YOU, BUT LOOK AT ME, IM WRITING THIS SHIT FROM A CELL. I LOST! SO YOU NEW NA'S BETTA KEEP THE GAME AND GET IN IT.

IN THE FIRST COMMANDMENT I WAS GOING INTO THE
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THE FOUNDATION OF THOUGHT

BEHIND THE STARTING-LINE! LET'S CATCH UP!

QUESTION: WHAT IS THIS GREEN SHIT WE CALL PAPA? IT'S A PIECE OF PAPER THAT MAN PRINTED IN WHICH ANOTHER MAN CREATED, YOU HERE THAT? MONEY IS SOMETHING MAN CREATED IN HIS MIND TO USE A BARTERING TOOL IN COMMERCE, MONEY IS NOTHING MORE NOTHING LESS! NOW LOOK AT BITCOIN, THIS IS ANOTHER CURRENCY RECENTLY CREATED BY A MAN. WHAT'S STOPPING YOU FROM CREATING YOUR OWN CURRENCY? YOU AND YOUR LACK OF KNOWLEDGE ON HOW TO, BUT EINSTEIN SAID THIS; "A IMAGINATION IS MORE IMPORTANT THAN EDUCATION IT'SSELF!"

THIS THE GAME USE OTHER'S CREATION, BUT NEVER WORSHIP IT. THIS IS WHAT DESTROYS THE CREATIVE POWER OF IMAGINATION, JUST WRITTEN BOAT THIS SHIT I'M THINKIN' BOUT HOW I CAN CREATE A CURRENCY! IT'S POSSIBLE! MONEY OF TODAY IS ONLY WHAT IT IS DUE TO THE POWER WE'VE GIVEN IT! JUST THINK WE COULD'VE BEEN SPENDING LEGO'S

QUESTION #2 WHAT IS DESIGNER, AND CATOURE CLOTHING? THIS SHIT AIN'T NOITHIN' BUT SOME FUCKIN' FABRIC'S SOWED TOGETHER, WIT A FUCKIN' LOGO ON...
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The Foundation of Knowledge

It that another muthafucka created, and some how put it in our mind that you aint shit if you aint dippin', and drapped in this shit, which ne- me out of ten times happened by way of the use of the pemp's bottom bitch, our living idol's such as athletes, entertainer's, and such people with some type of influence that can influence us.

Before I reverse the game, and give up the game, let take it back to the basic's, clothing only purpose is to clothe the body, and keep us warm. That shit aint got shit to do with who we are. A diamond is a diamond, I don't give a fuck if you put that muthafucka in a shitty diaper, it's still a diamond, I'm a fuckin' diamond, and once you needa's polish up your mind you will be too.

cause you needa's runnin' round lookin like cubic-ceramic in designer shit! The gold don't make the diamond, the diamond makes the gold. But on the other hand the gold makes the cubic ceramic! In other word's clothes only make mentally shallow muthafucka's! It's a pemp sayin' that goes like this "I can knock a bitch in some tube sock's and flip-flop's" meantin the pemp game aint on em, it's in em!
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The Foundation of Knowledge

I remember I read something Mark Zuckerberg said. He was asked why does he wear and buy the same outfit over and over, and he said "because he don't want to waste no mental energy trying to figure out what to wear." Dig that shit!

He knows the power of thought, and it's creative capacity in which he built a multi-billion dollar fortune in some jeans, t-shirt, and some tennis shoes! He exercised his creativity to create without bowing down to other's creation!

Hustlers must also stop bowing down to the creations of others and start creating, because it's in the absence of creativity of hustlers that keepin' them down!

Create you a project, and push that shit and you'll have muthafucka's worshipped yo mind! I rather be a god than a slave!

This game here put's us out in front of traditional christians who cop all the fly shit not known that they in violation of this second commandment, shhh! The game is sold not told! Let's put this into action and then let's see how far hustler's get!
A Hustler's Proverbs

The Foundation of Knowledge

The 3rd Commandment

Thou shalt not take the name of the Lord thy God in vain: for the Lord will not hold him guiltless that taketh his name in vain.

Deuteronomy 5:11 KJV

(a) Though shalt not take the name of the Lord thy God in vain:

You all got to stay wit me cause they'll never teach you this shit in school, church, nor on a fucken TV screen! But you got to take this in so you can wed, you got to understand the laws of gravity before you can manipulate them ask the Wright Brother's! Back to the shit!

In order for hustler to cypher the game from this commandment you got to understand what's the name mean, because knowledge of a person's name is to know that person, so the game is in the name.
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As you know the Lord's name is Yahweh, which also His attribute, which is He who calls all things to become, which as showed you earlier is the power of thought, which is the creative energy of God that resides in the mind.

To take Yahweh in vain is to deny, or take for granted the ability to think with creative power. I read in Robert Collier's book the "secret of the ages": that a man from the neck down is worth two dollars a day, but a man who employs his mind can write his own check! If you out there f*cked up it's cause you miss maintaining the power of their thoughts and in return has become a servant of another creative thought power!

The game in these commandments is to show you were your power is, and now that you see what I see, you should start creating, and write your own check shortly after you start rotten this shit together!

Here some game that might assist you with this. I stand on the shoulders of the economic giants size it up, then make it better. Been that game is solo and not told, and you buyin
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THIS BOOK YOU GETIN A MILLION DOLLAR'S WORTH OF GAME FOR $9.95. YOU BOUGHT IT IN HOPIN' YOU USE IT CAUSE I WANT TO SEE YOU NINJA'S WIN, AND I MEAN WIN BIG!

(B) FOR THE LORD WEL NOT HOLD HIM GUILTY LESS THAT TAKETH HIS NAME IN VAIN.

THE POWER AND ABILITY TO CHOOSE OUR THOUGHTS AND CREATE IS RUTHLESSLY UNDETECTABLE. THE POWER OF THOUGHT IS ALSO GOVERNED BY THE LAWS OF CAUSE AND EFFECT. ALL THE SHIT HUSTLERS GO THROUGH IS THE PHYSICAL MANIFESTATION OF GUILT FOR TAKING THE ABILITY TO THINK AND CREATE IN VAIN.

IF YOU DON'T LIKE HOW YOU LIVE, CHANGE HOW YOU THINK, OR BETTER YET HOW YOU APPLY YOUR THOUGHTS!

I'M GONNA WAKE YOU UP TO SOME MORE GAME! HELL IS DESCRIBED BY WAY OF SCREAMING AND UNASHAMED USE OF @ TEETH RIGHT?

IN ALL ACTUALITY, JESUS WAS TELLIN' US HELL WAS ON EARTH, PEEL GAME. JESUS TAUGHT 'IN PARABLES SO, I PEERED THAT MALE PIGS (BOAR'S) UNASH AND WROGO THEIR TEETH BEFORE THEY FIGHT, AND THE
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SCREAMING REPRESENT THE LOUD SQUEEL THE PIGS MAKE WHEN THEIR FIGHTING. I KNOW WHAT THE FUCK THIS MEAN?

THE KEY TO PEEPIN IS UNDERSTANDING THE PECK ORDER ON THE FARM AND A PIG'S LIFE STYLE, PIGS EAT SHIT, WHICH IS ALL THE WASTE AND LEFT OVER SHIT ON THE FARM, AND THEY LIVE IN THE MUD. THROUGH THIS ANALYSIS IT SOUNDS LIKE HELL IS THE WORST LIVING CONDITIONS ON THE FARM, AND TO CALIBRATE THAT TO THE HERE, AND NOW. HELL IS TO HAVE TO LIVE IN THE WORST LIVING CONDITIONS IN AMERICA!

YEA, WE IN HELL MY NIGGA S, BUT, THAT'S ONLY BECAUSE WE'VE BEEN MESS MANGING OUR THOUGHTS AND BEING SLAVES TO THE MINDS OF OTHERS. MY NIGGA S IT'S TIME TO ESCAPE HELL, AND BUILD YOU A MANSION IN HEAVEN. JUST CAUSE WE STARTED IN THE HOOD DON'T MEAN WE GOT TO STAY THERE!

KNOW THIS OUR CIRCUMSTANCE, WHATEVER THEY MAYBE ARE NOT IN MORE THAN THE CONSEQUENCE'S, OR REWARD TO THE APPLICATION OF OUR THOUGHT'S, THOUGHT TRANSCEND ALL CIRCUMSTANCES!
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THE 4TH COMMANDMENT

KEEP THE SABBATH DAY TO SANCTIFY IT,
AS THE LORD THY GOD HATH COMMANDED THEE
SIX DAYS THOU SHALT LABOR, AND DO ALL THY
WORK;

BUT THE SEVENTH DAY IS THE SABBATH OF THE
LORD THY GOD: IN IT THY SHALT NOT DO ANY
WORK, THOU NOR THY SON, NOR THY DAUGHTER, NOR
THY MAIDSERVANT, NOR THY MAIDSERVANT,
NOR ANY OF THINE OX, NOR THINE ASS, NOR ANY
OF THY CATTLE, NOR THY STRANGER THAT IS WITH
IN THY GATES; THAT THY MAIDSERVANT AND THY
MAIDSERVANT MAY REST AS WELL AS THOU.

AND REMEMBER THAT THOU WAST A SERVANT
IN THE LAND OF EGYPT, AND THAT THE LORD THY
GOD BROUGHT THEE OUT THEREFROM THROUGH A
MIGHTY HAND AND BY A STRETCHED OUT ARM;

THEREFORE THE LORD THY GOD COMMAND THEE
TO KEEP THE SABBATH DAY.

DEUTERONOMY 5:12-15 KJV

12(a) "KEEP THE SABBATH DAY TO SANCTIFY IT;"
A hustler's Proverbs
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This shit here aint to be dragged out! The menu just like the computer has to be rested at least one day out the week, which day isn't as important just make sure you choose one day out the week, and stick to it!

As easy as it sounds it's hard, cause I know how easy it is to get caught up in a serious para chase. Muthafucka forget to eat, sleep, let alone take a day off, but this day is not to inconvenience you it's to refresh, and recharge your menu. Plus, this day can also be used to spend some quality time with the family, cause we don't do much of this as we rippen an runnen.

Remember you got to cut your T.V. computer and all other electrical appliances off or you well burn it out. Be mindful the menu conduct's electricity, and it can turn out as well, so find your sabbath!
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THE 5TH COMMANDMENT

Honor thy FATHER AND THY MOTHER, AS THE LORD THY GOD HATH
COMMANDED THEE, THAT THY DAYS MAY BE PROLONGED, AND THAT IT MAY
GO WELL WITH THEE, IN THE LAND WHICH THE LORD THY GOD GIVETH THEE

DEUTERONOMY 5:16 KJV

(a) Honor thy father and thy mother,

I was born in 1980, a 80's baby for real, which makes me 38. I unfortunately separated from my mom and dad, and like most hustlers that has come up in this crack epidemic, we wasn't given shit to honor, but know I see past that!

Parents are suppose to mold, and educate the mind of their children, and children of this era in the bible would honor their parent's by being obedient to them, which in turn made them a better individual.

This is what's missing today we're not teach-
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Our kids' shit. They're practically raised themselves. Now a day's,
I wasn't gone here but fuck it. When you look at it, yo kids spend more time at school than
They do wet you so their whole hearing learning process is not done by you. It's form by
The school system, not to mention all the other kids at school. They brush shoulder's with
Who feed their mind's with their thought's (knowledge) and opinions. Mind you, your
Kid's leave your house at 7:30 am in the morning which makes the teacher's and all the kids
They surround themselves with the first muthafucka's to put their hands on our children's
Mind, then they get home around 4 pm. They even got homework so add another hour, and a half to
That so we get our kid's back at about 5:30 pm. Then they go to bed around 10 pm that's 4½
Hours we have to touch our kid's minds.

Shit get's even realer! Before they even crack a book they got to pledge their fucken alleg-
ence to a flag.

My nigga this shit is by design. This is another form of thought worship cause some-
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Body thought this up! One thing about me
Is I respect great minds, and who ever came
Up with the plan to separate kids from the
Educational Process from their parent, so they
Could mold their mind was a fuckin genius!

Now I'm going to show you how to stand
On the shoulder of this giant. Find out how
to open up a Charter school in which we can
Educate our kids with what we need them to
Know! G.A.M.E.

All in all, we have to start being the ones
To mold our children's mind so when they honor
us by following our teaching's everything
Well be well with them!

A lot of Niggas including myself when I was
out there use to stay around Niggas man fuck
All that handle your business, and keep yo kids
Close, so you can pass on all this game.

Low key, fuck them Niggas in the street's.
It's not yo job to raise no grown man. We
As Hustlers got a bad habit of teaching Niggas
More shit than we do our own kids!
A Hustler's Proverbs
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The 6th Commandment

Thou Shalt Not Kill

Deuteronomy 5:17 KJV

By understanding Thou Shalt Not Kill is really addressing the root of all actions, our thoughts. It also becomes extremely clear that the rest of these commandments are to teach every hustler how to direct these thoughts so that we can get the best out of them.

The root of every action, anger, which is nothing but a emotion! These emotions of anger within us is where we as hustlers must start.

I know this sound like some straight up sucka shit, and we will get ate alive in the environment we come from if we cast our aggressive side to the side, but that shit is like glue in our mental mortar of creativity. I was always told you can’t get money, and beef at the same time, and I see the truth to this saying because my anger derails me.
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And the moment my thought come unhinged I'm no longer in control of them, and they belong to someone else, Fact's!

Our thought's are the deciding factor to our success. We can never afford to relinquish control of our mind by way of emotion. Because that's a weakness of ours that's being exploited right now with pre-programmed ideologies infused into the music we listen to. The mind of our culture to believe we're on the right track. When really they know we ain't on track at all.

My nigga's stick to the script use yo mind right create a plan, or goal and let all your thought's be free to create the most effective route to it!
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THE 7TH COMMANDMENT

NEITHER SHALT THOU COMMIT ADULTERY

DEUTERONOMY 5:18

JUST FOR THE SAKE OF CONFIRMATION I'M GONNA SHOW YALL WHAT JESUS SAID ABOUT ADULTERY AND WHERE IT TAKES PLACE SO I GONNA TO BREAK THIS SHIT DOWN NO MORE!

YE HAVE HEARD THAT IT WAS SAID BY THEM OF OLD TIME, THOU SHALT NOT COMMIT ADULTERY;

BUT I SAY UNTO YOU, THAT WHOSOEVER LOOKETH ON A WOMAN TO LUST AFTER HER HATH COMMITTED ADULTERY WITH HER ALREADY IN HIS HEART.

MATTHEW 5:27-28

I AIN'T GONNA GIVE YALL NO LONG SPEECH ON THIS SHIT CAUSE YALL KNOW WHAT IT IS! MATTER OF FACT SOME OF YALL DON'T!
A Hustler Proverbs
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Women are hustler worst stumbling block!
Like Hose said on the song "The Power of the P.J.S.S.Y." Women is the reason Negro's cop whip's, chase chip's dress fly, buy designer shit, cop jewelz, and the rest of the dumb shit hustler's do wit there money!

As soon as this is it is very true! Now when you think about all the thought you put into hustle-in, and cop'n all that shit. You spent a lot of mental energy to impress a female that probably won't write, or visit when shit go south!

All-in-all control your mind! Stop thinkin' bout bitches all day!

Give not thy strength unto women
Nor thy ways to that which destroy-

Eth King's

Proverbs 31:2 KJV
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THE 8TH COMMANDMENT

NEITHER SHALT THOU STEAL

DEUTERONOMY 5:19 KJV

THIEVES REDUCE THEMSELVES TO MENTAL PARASITES INSTEAD OF USING THEIR CREATIVE THINKING ABILITY TO CREATE SOMETHING FOR THEMSELVES, THEY SQUANDER THEIR MENTAL ENERGY CREATING WAYS TO SEPARATE PEOPLE FROM THEIR SHIT.

I CANT KNOCK JACKBOYS AND THIEVES CAUSE THAT WAS ONCE ME, BUT THAT'S THE SUCKA WAY OUT CAUSE IT DOESN'T MAKE YOU HAVE TO EXERCISE YOUR MIND, IT'S ALWAYS BEEN MIND OVER MATTER LITERALLY! THE MIND CREATES EVERYTHING, BUT A THIEF WILL NEVER DISCOVER THIS BECAUSE HE'S ALWAYS ON THE PROWL LOOKIN FOR A LICK!

WHEN SHIT GET BAD START THINKING OF SHIT YOU CAN DO TO CHANGE YOUR SITUATION WITHOUT INCLUDING STEALING, AND YOU'LL BEGIN TO REALIZE THE CREATIVE GIBBONSE IN THEE IN YOU!

LEARN TO CREATE, AND ORIGINATE SOMETHING OTHER WANT TO DUPLICATE, AND YOU'LL BE THE RIG!
A Hustler's Proverbs
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THE 9TH COMMANDMENT

NEITHER SHALT THOU BEAR FALSE WITNESS
AGAINST THY NEIGHBOR.

DEUTERONOMY 5:20 KJV

TO BEAR FALSE WITNESS IS TO LIE, OR SLANDER
A MUTHAFACKA! I HEAR THIS SHIT ALL TO MUTHAFAUCK-
IN OFTEN. WHEN HUSTLERS PEEPS GAME YOU'LL SEE
THE ROOT OF THIS SHIT IS NEGBA'S WORRIED ABOUT
ANOHTA NEGBA, WHY? CAUSE THEY AINT GOT SHIT
ON THE MIND, NOR DO THEY KNOW HOW TO CONTROL
THEIR THOUGHTS!

THE EASIEST WAY TO CURB THIS SHIT IS TO STOP
THINKIN' BOUT OTHER'S! IF YOU AINT THINKIN' BOUT
EM YOU DAMN SHO WONT BE TALKIN' BOUT 'EM! LEARN
TO CONTROL AND GUIDE YOUR THOUGHTS BY LEADING
THEM TO MORE PRODUCTIVE SHIT WHEN YOU CATCH
YOUR SELF THINKIN' BOUT ANOTHER!
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The 10th commandment

Neither shalt thou desire thy neighbor's wife, neither shalt thou covet thy neighbor's house, neither shalt thou desire thy neighbor's male servant or his female servant, neither shalt thou desire any thing that is thy neighbor's.

Deuteronomy 5:21 KJV

To desire is to lust in your mind, to covet is to want another neighbor's shit. As hustler's you will see that coveting and desiring someone else's shit is the gateway to all the other destructive thoughts and emotions in the commandments. To covet, or desire someone else money, jewelry, or whatever else is the same of the very nature of you, because you covet another neighbor's shit cause you cant get it on your own. If so you would simply admire his shit, then we cop you one. It's this inability to do this that causes emotions of jealousy and envy which turns to hate, and anger, which are the seed of all juuda, and violence!

It's nothing wrong with admiring other neighbor's
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And let 'n it motivate you! A real hustler will look past what a neewa got. The prece is what he done to get it! See, you can rob a neewa and the game he possess will get it all back while the neewa who robbed him will go broke shortly after because he is mentally poor.

As hustler's we got to do us, and in the commissiion of us doin us, we got to focus on us! Be forever menendo that your mental growth is yours and yours alone, so stay focused on you so your feet don't slip on the street's slippery path that could lead to success, the grave yako, or the penitentiary!

Ponder the path of thy feet,
And let all thy ways be established.

Proverbs 5:26 KJV
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The Summary of the Commandments

1st Commandment - God is not in the sky, or anywhere outside of us. The spirit of God is the consciousness of our thought's within us. The nature of God is to create, so we as Hustler's must take responsibility for our own thought's and begin intelligently directing them.

This knowledge of our thoughts is powerful, and can put us Hustler's ahead, due to the fact we will become the master's of our fate with the knowledge to shape our live's, and not submit to chance, or luck, or the other bullsh*t they've been teaching us.

2nd Commandment - Thought is the supreme entity. Thought is the creator of all materialistic objects, and should never be worshipped! Thought becomes enslaved when you begin to place value on others creation to the point your not creating.

The day God bowed down to His creation is the day God relinquishes His supreme power.

Use material's for their purpose, and not-
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HINo MORE! AS A HUSTLER PAY ATTENTION TO SUPPLY, AND DEMAND! WHEN YOU SEE MENTAL SLAVE'S SEE IF YOU CAN CREATE, OR PROVIDE THEM WITH THEIR GOD!

IF POSSIBLE TRY TO LIBERATE THEIR MIND, BUT IF NOT F**K EM!

REPROVE NOT A SCORNER, LEST HE HATE THEE:

BEWARE A WISE MAN, AND HE WILL LOVE THEE.

PROVERBS 9:8 KJV

YOU CAN CREATE ANYTHING YOU WANT WITH THE POWER OF THOUGHT, SO ALL THINGS PERTAINING TO THOUGHT IS OUR GREATEST POSSESSION!

3RD COMMANDMENT - TAKING THE NAME OF THE LORD IN VAIN! IS TO IGNORE, OR TAKE FOR GRANTED THE POWER OF THOUGHT! TO NOT KNOW THE POWER YOU POSSESS MENTALLY IS TO SUBMIT IT TO THE SUBJUGATION OF ANOTHERS THOUGHT'S WHICH WILL NEVER BE TO YOUR ADVANTAGE!
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4TH COMMANDMENT - TO RESPECT THE SABBATH IS TO GIVE YOUR MIND A REST, WE AS HUSTLER'S MUST GIVE OURSELVES A DAY TO REGROUP MENTALLY, SO THAT WE CAN KEEP OUR MIND SHARP!

5TH COMMANDMENT - TO HONOR OUR FATHER, AND OUR MOTHER IS TO HONOR THE KNOWLEDGE THEY PASS ALONG TO US, BEING THAT OUR PARENT'S FOR THE MOST PART AIN'T PASS US TO MUCH GAME CAUSE THEY'VE BEEN IN MENTAL BONDAGE THEMSELVES, WE AS HUSTLERS GOT TO USE THE KNOWLEDGE OF THE Commandments AS THE UNIVERSAL INSTRUCTIONS OF HOW TO APPLY OUR THOUGHTS AND TEACH OUR CHILDREN TO DO THE SAME, SO THEY'RE MIND'S WONT BE ENSLAVED AGAIN!

6TH COMMANDMENT - THE ROOT OF HUDRO IS ANGER, AND ANGER IS A EMOTION, SO, THIS COMMANDMENT IS TELLING US HUSTLER'S TO TAKE A HOLD OF OUR EMOTION SO WE CAN TAKE FULL CONTROL OF OUR THOUGHT'S SO WE WONT SQUANDER THEM ON UNPRODUCTIVE SHIT! THE KEY TO THIS IS TO ACKNOWLEDGE THE EMOTION! CALM DOWN CHANGE OUR MENTAL CHANNEL TO THOUGHT IT'S OF PRODUCTIVITY! FUCK THESE SUCKA'S LET 'EM THINK WHAT THE FUCK EVER!
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7TH COMMANDMENT - HUSTLERS GOT TO STOP
PUTTIN SO MUCH MENTAL ENERGY INTO THINKIN BOUT
THESE FEMALE'S! MOST HUSTLER'S CONCENTRATION IS
BROKEN EVERYTIME THEY SEE A PRETTY FACE, OR A FAT
ASS, WHICH IS ALL DAY BEEN THAT THESE FEMALE'S
BARELY GOT SHIT ON AND DON'T LEAVE MUCH TO THE
IMAGINATION, BUT WHAT THE PUSSY LOOK LIKE!

AS YOU SEE THE KEY TO THE GAME IS RESPECTIN
YOUR MIND, AND TAKEN CONTROL OF IT, SO WE AS
HUSTLER'S GOT TO TUNE OUT SEXUAL FANTASTIES EVERY
TIME WE SEE A BEAUTIFUL WOMAN!

8TH COMMANDMENT - STEALING TAKE PLANNIN
AND PREPARATION, WHICH IS MENTAL ENERGY THAT
COULDN'T BEEN USED WISER, SO TO ALLOW YOUR
THOUGHT'S TO BE PRE-OCUPIED BY SOMETHIN AS
MENUTE AS THIS IN THE BIGGER SCHEME OF THINGS
IS TO SALE YOUR MENTAL CAPABILITIES SHORT,
LIKE SETTLIN FOR A HAMBURGER AND PASSIN UP ON
A STEAK!

9TH COMMANDMENT - STOP WASTIN YOUR TIME
THINKIN BOUT OTHER'S, IF YOU AINT THINKIN' BOUT
A Hustler's Proverbs
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Others you damn sho won't be talkin' bout 'em. To think about another is to empower them as selfish as this may sound. F**k everybody! Your main concern at this point is to strengthen yourself in your ability, and weed out all the weeds that have been planted in your mind to cloud your vision, to keep your mind enslaved.

10th Commandment - To desire, or covet others possessions is the root of most of the weak thoughts. Hustler's think so with this being said, I think that they can be avoided by getting a grip on this one issue! Learn to admire at worst, but never covet. To covet is to submit oneself to the weakest of weak thoughts. It's the inability to create the same amount, or even greater success.

Socrates say "He is I, I am Him whatever he can do I can do! If not it is because I am sleep (ignorant) but I can be awakened (taught)"
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WE AS HUSTLER'S KNOW HAVE THE FOUNDATION OF KNOWLEDGE TO PROPERLY APPLY TO OUR LIFE THAT WILL GIVE US THE WISDOM TO WIN, AND COME FROM UP UNDER THE SHREWDO PEMP GAME THAT HUSTLER'S HAVE BEEN UN-AWARE OF ALL THIS TIME!

THE FEAR OF THE LORD IS THE BEGINNING OF KNOWLEDGE

PROVERBS 1:7 KJV

THESE COMMANDMENTS ARE OUR SALVATION!! THESE COMMANDMENTS IS THE BEGINNING OF KNOWLEDGE FOR US TO BECOME WISE, BUT TO IGNORE THEM IS TO REMAIN IGNORANT, AND PLAY A LOSER'S GAME! I HOPE YOU NOWA'S WELL AT LEAST TAKE HEATH TO TO THE SHIT BEEN SAID TO CAUSE IT OUT IGNORANCE AS HUSTLER THAT'S CRUSHED US NOT THE PEMP!

I DONE BROKE THIS DOWN THE BEST WAY POSSIBLE TO REACH YOU, SO KNOW IT'S ON YOU! I KNOW IT'S SHIT IN THESE COMMANDMENTS'S YOU AN'T GONNA FEEL BUT IT'S STILL SHIT THAT WILL BE BENEFICIAL TO YOUR GROWTH THAT WILL STEP UP YO HUSTLE, AND PROTECT YO FROM THE WOLES
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THE BIRD TRAP

SURELY IN VAIN THE NET IS SPREAD
IN THE SIGHT OF THE BIRD.

PROVERBS 1:17 KJV

I’M GONNA TRY TO COVER ALL THE MOST IMPORTANT ASPECT OF A HUSTLER’S BIRD TRAP. I’M GONNA TO START SHALLOW INTO WE GET TO THE DEEP END!

1) INFLUENCES’S (BALL-TO-YOU-FAM)

MOST HUSTLER’S WONT ADMIT OR ARE NOT AWARE THAT THEY ARE BEING INFLUENCED BY LYRICAL & DISCIMINATION OF MUSIC WHICH EMPREGNATES THE MIND WITH WHAT CLOTHES TO WEAR, WHAT KIND OF CAR TO DRIVE, HOW TO THEM MONEY AT STRIP CLUB’S, AND THE REST OF THE RING SHIT THAT NOW INFLUENCES THE HUSTLER’S CULTURE!

NOW WATCH HOW THIS TRAP UNFOLDS IN TWO WAYS!

1ST, DID YOU KNOW AFRO-AMERICANS (MAJORITY OF HUSTLER’S) MAKE UP 90% OF THE CONSUMER MARKET? HOW THE FUCK IS THE MINORITY THE MAJORITY WHEN IT COME TO FUCKED UP MONEY?
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Because the economic pimps use their bottom bitches to influence us to do so by enslaving them visualsey, by way of YouTube (videos) and then audibly, by way of lyric's.

Remember I was hollin at you bout everything we see, and hear is convected into education, and the pimp's know this so like all hustler's which they are as well. They take control of both doors to the mind, the ears and eye's until they have our minds programmed! When you look up you see nothing but brain-washed economic whores posturing as hustler's!

Pimp how powerful the subliminal suggestion of the mind is. Remember way before pro athletes had dress codes? They use to wear urban shit, but sport's transcends racial boundaries, and the unintended began being programmed to economic whores so they put a halt to that shit! Now you see them ball ass niggas in them lil ass suits, but left music unmonitored, this is by design nut bile!

Learn to build your mind with knowledge you can use to create wealth, and stop watchin' and listenin' to shit that instruct-
A Hustler's Proverbs
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Tryin' to fail me the same way you
need to lose on to E.O. or Facebook you nigga's
can google all type of information, learned
ain't even hard no more!

2nd: The Law can't keep track of all the
nigga's hustlin so the next best thing is to
follow the money! I'm gonna show you how they
weed out hustler's from civilians.

I have a family member in law enforce
ment, and he use to say subtle shit for me to
catch on to, one in general was he told me to
drive my truck I'm like for what? He like that
nuthafucka in traffic 24 hours a day! Then he
break it down to me the significance of it.
1) If the police see you vehicle 24 hr's a day
that let 'em know you ain't got a job.
2) Gas cost money so you got to be hustlin
Yea, simple shit like that we don't even think
bout!

Then you got the people watching nigga's in the
club, strip club's, and clothing stores fuckin off.
3-4 month's of a doctor's salary. Now they on
your line! Ball-to-you-fall right! Stupido!

12-20-18
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THE SAD PART ABOUT IT YOU ONLY DO WAT YOU WAS TOLD TO DO!

2) GET TREN HEW (MOLLY, PECACET)

KEEP IN MIND THAT THE PEMP'S WHOLE AGENOA IS TO KEEP CONTROL OF YOUR MIND, SO HE CAN CONTROL YOU! ALOT OF HUSTLER'S DON'T REALIZE HOW POWERFUL OF A ROLE GETTEN HIGH IS TO THEIR DEMISE!

LET ME SHOW YALL SOME REAL SHIT! REMEMBER THE VIETNAM WAR? WELL THEY SAY THIS IS THE ONLY WAR AMERICA AIN'T WIN. THEY SAY THE REASON FOR THIS WAS BECAUSE THE VIET CONG STRATEGICALLY KEPT OUR SOLDIER'S HIGH! LIKE ANY GOOD THINKIN MAN AMERICA STUDIED THEIR FOOTPRINT'S AND SEEN WHAT WENT WRONG, AND LIKE ALL GREAT MIND'S YOU GOT TO RESPECT GENIUS, SO WHAT THEY DID TO WAGE THIS SAME WAR AGAINST AMERICA'S MOST UNDESIRABLE CITIZEN'S, THE HUSTLER'S!

YOU'LL NEVER THINK THIS SHIT A GAME IF YOU WANT TO, AND YOU'LL CONTINUE TO BE MENTALLY, AND FISICALLY BLIND DRY!

YOU'LL ONLY BE AS BAD AS WHAT YOU DO!
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BREAKIN’ BREAD

Honor the Lord with thy substance,
And with the firstfruits of all thine increase.

Proverbs 3:9 KJV

This is a real BIG issue to me because we
got to start breakin’ bread with the right people.
Society tells us to give 10% of what we make
to God in the form as tithes to church right! Well
that shit dead, cause that shit came as well. I’m
gonna show you!

Then shall the King say unto them on
his right hand, come, ye blessed of my
father, inherit the kingdom prepared for
you from the foundations of the world:

For I was an hungered, and ye gave me
meat: I was thirsty, and ye gave me drink;
I was a stranger, and ye took me in;
Naked, and ye clothed me: I was sick, and
ye visited me: I was in prison, and ye
came unto me.

Then shall the righteous answer him,
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Saying, Lord, when saw we thee hungry, and fed thee? or thirsty, and gave thee drink? When saw we thee a stranger, and took thee in? or naked, and clothed thee? or when saw we thee sick, or in prison, and came unto thee? And the King shall answer and say unto them, Verily I say unto you, inasmuch as ye have done it unto one of the least of these my brethren, ye have done it unto me.

Matthew 25: 34-40 KJV

Before I go any farther I'm gone to add this as well so we'll have more direction while breakin' bread.

But if any provide not for his own, and specially for those of his own house, he hath denied the faith, and is worse than an infidel.

1 Timothy 5:8 KJV
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Broken Bread

This the shit them pink ass preacher's
Ain't tellin' you! Reason bein' cause they pimpin'
to just on another level, 'Muthafuckas be try-
na keep one hand on yo mind, and another in yo
Pocket! I know I'm f**kin' the game up right now
but it is what it is! If they in the way of progr-
ess, and success, they ain't for us, and right now
it's all about us.

Most hustler ain't got a clue of what 10% is of
what they make a week, which show's how un-orien-
ted they're gon' be! Hustler's got to look at this
shit like a business for real, give yourself a
petty cash budget for operation expenses, say $50
-$100 a day. If you can do better, do it, and every-
thing else put up to the end of the week, then count
it up, then break bread with the 10% with muthaf-
ucka's in yo family tree that need it!

It's a sucka around every corner so it'll be
some stupid ass negro's that will rather help the
negro in the pulpit who got everything you tryna
get before they'll help the muthafucka they slept
in the bed with. Even after they see what the bible
say! Can't save everybody! Nor show'em the
way!

12-26-14 Lawrence Taylor (66) 559-80-060
PROVERBS 3:11 KJV

I've come to realize that the pain of poverty, violence, prison, and all the shit that crush hustler's mentally, is the chastening of growing pains, but we as hustler's fail to see it that way. That's why we continue to chase our tail incurring the same injuries of prison, poverty, and so forth.

I'm gonna give you some examples of my own chastening. One of my very first growing pains happened as I first got in the game, when I was balanced a eight ball. I would spend money as soon as I made it, buyin' weed and shit like that, countin' my product as money made, but nothing never goes as planned in the game so, I'll be done spent so much I aint even got what I need to re-up.

You know how that shit go, you fall off! Now you settin' round lookin' dumb, stressin', and doin' desperate shit to get back on such as b'f's, sale fake shit, and all the other dump shit!
A Hustler's Proverbs

Growing Pains

Until I graduated my flaw of poor money management.

Both times I caught my drug cases was because I got pulled over without having a license. Me and you I said both! If I would of took health to the first one went and got my L's I could've saved myself three year's!

Even tho I used frivolous shit. The message should be clear the painful circumstance in our life is a chastening of some sort, and this pain is the indication that we are doing something wrong! Know this, when, and only when you correct your thoughts, actions, and figure out the source of this pain can you graduate from it!

Trust me, you'll know when this happens because you'll look up and you'll be without chastening in that area, but there will always be chastening because just as we graduate grade-to-grade, you'll have to graduate challenge after challenge. Know when the pain shift's cause you can't treat every injury alike try putting a band aid on a fucking tumor if you want!
A HUSTLER'S PROVERBS

THE UNCONSCIOUS MIND

THE CURSE OF THE LORD IS IN THE HOUSE OF THE WICKED

PROVERBS 3:33 (A) KJV

(A) THE CURSE OF THE LORD:

TO EXCEPT THE FACT THAT THE LORD IS GOOD WHO IS A SPIRITUAL ENTITY CONNECTED TO, OR IS THE CONSCIOUSNESS OF THOUGHT, HUSTLER'S WILL REALIZE THE CURSE OF THE LORD IS A CURSED MIND INCAPABLE OF THINKING CORRECTLY, DUE TO A HUSTLER'S IGNORANCE OF THE LAWS GOVERNING HIS THOUGHT'S WHICH IS THE BEGINNING OF KNOWLEDGE. THERE IS A SCIENCE TO EVERYTHING IN LIFE INCLUDING OUR THOUGHT'S, AND THE COMMANDMENTS IN THE BEGINNING OF THIS BOOK IS THE UNIVERSAL LAWS OF THOUGHT DESIGNED TO FREE THE MIND OF THE CURSE OF IGNORANCE IN WHICH THOUGHT IS SUPPRESSED, BY SUBLIMINAL INSTRUCTION OF IDOLATRY, AND ALL THE OTHER NEGATIVE SHIT RESPONSIBLE FOR THE DEMISE OF HUSTLER'S
A Hustler's Proverb's

The Heart of a Hustler

Keep thy heart with all diligence
For out of it are the issues of life

Proverbs 4:23 KJV

First thing you as a hustler must know the heart is the mind. And to keep the heart is to keep the mind with diligence.

I don't know if you hustlers are aware that it's a scientific fact that we have over 10,000 thoughts a day, which is about 60 different thoughts a minute, out of the 1,440 minutes every 24 hours a day. That's a lot of f*ckin' thoughts. And to keep the mind with diligence is to bring every thought under control. Just think of not only stopping the mind from drifting. So we are not signing up for a easy task, and we will gradually discipline our minds day-by-day! Don't be discouraged our minds were molded with all this s*cka shit over a lifetime, so it won't be fixed, over night. So just try and you'll see the result's

But the path of the just is as a shining light,
That shineth more and more unto the Perfect Day

12-26-18 Lawrence Taylor (60) 53950-060 Proverbs 4:18 KJV
A HUSTLER’S PROVERBS

THE HEART OF A HUSTLER

Two of a hustler’s greatest flaws right now is thinking about females, money, and all the shit we can do, and buy with it!

I suggest this should be our starting point. Catch your thoughts every time they stray to one of the above thoughts and direct them to something more constructive. As far as figuring out if your creative idea can actually be converted into a possible plan, which can only happen by way of learning, try to see it like this. Most hustlers tried it for the money, so to not think about the money sounds like a conflict of interest, but if you really but the money, learn a different way to get it should, and well be of interest to you!

If all the issues of your life will come from our thoughts it might be dire to control and create the type of thoughts that you want, and stop allowing society to control and create the thoughts that will have you create the circumstances of an economically enslaved hustler.
A Hustler's Proverbs

The Path of a Hustler

Ponder the path of thy feet, and let all thy ways be established.

Proverbs 4:26 KJV

This here is another bug one to me, due to the shit I see in prison alone, which is seckening!

Remember when Don King and Malcolm X came to prison learned every word in the dictionary? Negro's use to come to prison and build their self up mentally and physically, but today all Negro's do to sit around watching e-news, love hip hop, urbaninct, and every other f*cked reality show, to nor the state of their reality, to tune into anothers!

When you look at the psychological aspect of this, it first had to be a demand for this type of shit, for someone to supply it!

A hustler seen how everybody is in everybody else's business, and how people argue about the details of another hustha-fucka's life, which is most likely successful, and there you have it!

As hustler we got to let that shit go, if you aint got a angle to learnin intimate shit about these people, what's the point?

12.20.18 Lawrence Taylor 55950-060
A Hustler's Proverbs

The Path of a Hustler

What's more important than you? I hope not them, shit they don't even know you!

I wonder out of all 10,000 thoughts a day how many of them are about others?

Life is like a chess game 90% thought 10% action, and like chess every move we make will have a cause and effect response that will reward or hurt you, so like the chess game you got to keep your head down, and focus on the board which is our thoughts, and weed out the frivolous one's so yo next move will always be your best move.

This is my second book right, and this is what I do instead of all the men's other people's business, and I ain't perfect, nor mastered the laws of thought, but in this little bit of growth I've had with myself through following Solomon's lead I see how much more productive I am, and I aim to continue to build a bubble around my head were the only thing I'll think about is me, and the shit that pertains to me!

Kem Kardashians gettin robbed in Paris don't pertain to me, mutla-fucks get robbed everyday "3" Cameron Voice!

12-26-19 Lawrence Taylor 66849-040
REVEALING THESE HOE'S

AND, BESIDE, THERE MET HEN A WOMAN WITH THE ATTIRE OF A HOELOT, AND SAVAGE OF HEART (SHE IS LOUD AND STUBBORN; HER FEET ABIDE NOT IN HER HOUSE. NOW IS SHE WICKED, NOW IN THE STREET'S, AND LIES IN WAIT AT EVERY CORNER.)

PROVERBS 7:10-12 KJV

MY NEGRA'S THESE HOE'S BUT NEGRA'S ALL THE WAY BEHIND THE STARTED LICE AS WELL, AND ALOT OF HUSTLER REALLY DON'T KNOW A GOOD WOMAN FROM A HOE, AND THESE HOE'S NOT ALL THE SENSE ACTED LIKE THEY AIN'T USED TO LOCK DOWN A POSITION THEY DON'T DESERVE, NOR ARE MATURE ENOUGH TO HANDLE! THIS PIECE OF NAMAND IS WORTH A MELAN.

IF EVERYTIME YOU LOOK UP AND YOU SEE A FEMALE AT ALL THE EVENT'S, CLUB'S, AND SHIT LIKE THAT MY NEGRA, SHE'S A HOE, NOT TO MENTION ALL THE LOUD ATTENTION SEEKING BITCH'S!

IT AIN'T REALLY TO MUCH I CAN ADD TO THIS, IT'S PRETTY MUCH SELF EXPLANATORY.

AS A HUSTLER I AM GON TO TOUCH BASES WITH THE SCIENCE OF THIS SHIT SO WE CAN UNDERSTAND OURSELVES, AND OUT MAN WEVOR, OURSELVES, BECAUSE A HOE AINT DID SHIT WE AINT ALLOW HER TO DO!

(64)

12-24-13 LAURENCE TAYLOR 56950-060
A HUSTLER’S PROVERBS

REVEALING THESE HOE’S

Peep game, every hustler need a queen it’s just the nature of the beast. The woman was designed to replace your mom, and if you had a mom you’d know a man’s mom is his mental, and emotional protector as well as his nurturer.

Therefore shall a man leave his father, and mother, and shall cleave unto his wife, and they shall be one flesh.

(GENESIS 2:24 KJV)

We as hustler’s must except it’s in our nature to succumb to, and trust our women, so we got to be wise in our choosing of women. Once you see the sign’s of a hoe you got to be wise! I know yall nigga’s ain’t none stop slavin these hoe’s off bat so I’m gone give you somethin’ a nigga gave me!

With time come’s feelings, fuck a hoe, and get the fuck on, cause you a fuck around and get caught up, and the next thing you know yall got kids to together, and she sitting next to you wet another nigga’s dick on her breath.

(US)

12-24-21 Lawrence Tate sr. 55442-060
A Hustler’s Proverbs

SUCKA DICKEN

REPROVE NOT A SCORNER, LEST HE HATE THEE:

PROVERBS 9:8 KJV

THEY SAY YOU CAN ONLY KNOCK A SHT IN PEOPLE THAT YOU FIRST SAW IN YOURSELF. FIRST! FOR ME TO KNOW THE THINGS I KNOW ABOUT SCORNER’S IS THE SHT I FIRST SAW IN MYSELF!

AS I THINK BACK TO MY DAYS AS A SCORNER, I DON’T WANT TO LISTEN AND I ALWAYS HAD TO BE RIGHT. I WAS THE TYPE THAT ALWAYS KNEW EVERYTHING, AND AIN’T KNOW SHT. IT WAS NO POINT IN TRYNA TEACH ME SHT, CAUSE ALL I WAS WOR TO DO IS PUT TOGETHER THE MOST UNEDUCATED INTELLECTUAL RESPONSE I COULD, AND WOULD BE SALTY AS F@*K WHEN SOMEBODY PROVED ME WRONG, AND PUT MY IGNORANCE ON DISPLAY, AND INSTEAD OF DEALING WITH THE FLAWS WITHIN MYSELF, IT WAS EASIER TO HATE THE NIGGA THAT HELD UP THE MIRROR TO MY IGNORANCE.

IF I HAD TO AVOID THE NIGGA I WAS TODAY, I WOULD SAY ONCE YOU REALIZE A PERSON AIN’T INTELLIGENT ENOUGH TO LISTEN AND LEARN GET THE F@*K ON'! YOU’LL BE ABLE TO SPOT THIS BY THE NIGGA THAT CAN’T LISTEN LONG ENOUGH
A hustler's Proverbs

Sucka Duckin

To hear what the fuck you tryna say cause he that smart, cause I was.

He that answereth a matter before he heareth it,

It is folly and shame unto him.

Proverbs 18:13 KJV

Also Dick Negro's who refuse facts, which is the shit you know! I ain't talkin' about shit you here, I'm talkin' bout the shit you have knowledge of. To be informed is to receive information, which could or could not be true, so know the difference between the two, because it would be a shame if we are actually the ignorant party.

The way of a fool is right in his own eyes.

Proverbs 12:15 KJV

When you see these characteristics in a Negro, fall back!
A Hustler's Proverbs

SICKA DUCKIN

As a hustler, you will eventually realize your time is one of your most precious assets, also the last thing we as hustlers want to do is waste our time, game, and on top of that create a fuckin' hater.

I've seen a lot of Necca's wit Camelton game. They blend in like a muthafucka, so my best advice is to keep yo game tight to the chest, and you will acquire more game faster by just being quite!

I understand that humans are social beings, and anti-socialism is not normal, but it might be more efficient for a hustler, because for a hustler to fully reach his prime, it's going to take a lot of mental cultivation, which will occur in the silence of our mind!

We can't help nobody until we help ourself, so apply the knowledge you have and Necca's will come to you in humility, humbly seeking game!
A Hustler's Proverbs

A Hustler's Wisdom and Understanding

The fear of the LORD is the beginning of wisdom;
and the knowledge of the Holy
is understanding.

Proverbs 9:10 KJV

(a) The fear of the LORD is the beginning of
wisdom.

This is basically a reiteration of a hustler's
foundational commandments. The reason I do it, is
because it tells hustler's that the knowledge contai-
ned in the commandment's is the true knowledge that
is the gateway to wisdom if we as hustler's well
learn to apply them.

My Jesus's f**k what you hero let everybo-
dy else believe all that mental slave sh*t, and let
our commandment's which are the true interpretation
of wisdom guide us!

(b) And the knowledge of the Holy is under-
standing;

12-26-19 Lawrence Taylor 55950-005
A Hustler's Proverb's

A Hustler's Wisdom and Understanding

Hustler got a lot of shit stacked against them that they see and don't see. The last thing a hustler needs is the conflicting vision of God and spirit which distance's hustler's from the power that lies within himself.

To except this view of God and one thought is touck the blinders from our eyes, and begin to see life with a clarity to free them from mental bondage, and utilise the power to influence thought, and instead of your mind being directed and controlled by invisible forces that most don't understand, you will become one of the elite.
A HUSTLER'S PROVERBS

TO BE WISE UNTO SELF

IF THOU BE WISE, THOU SHALT BE WISE
FOR THYSELF;
BUT IF THOU SCORNEST, THOU ALONE SHALT
BEAR IT.

I'VE COME TO REALIZE THAT MY WISDOM
IS MINE, AND MINE ALONE. I'VE COME TO REALIZE
How MVGA'S BE TRYNA ADVERTISE HOW SMART
WE ARE, AND THROUGH MY OWN ANALYSIS OF MY-
SELF WHEN I USE TO ALWAYS TRY TO SHOW HOW MUCH
KNOWLEDGE I HAD, BY INTELLECTUALIZING EVERYTHING
THAT CAME OUT MY FUCKIN' MOUTH, I WAS ONLY ADVERTI-
ZING HOW IGNORANT AND INTELECTUALLY INSECURE I
WAS! KNOWLEDGE WITHOUT APPLICATION AIN'T SHIT!

NOW MY THINK IS TO SEE HOW I CAN APPLY THE
KNOWLEDGE I'VE RETAINED. IT'S A BIG DIFFERENCE
BETWEEN KNOWING HOW TO PUT THE KEY IN THE TUN-
TION, AND ACTUALLY DOIN IT, SO I'VE LEARNED TO
BE MY OWN BEST FRIEND! ALL I NEED IS ME!

MY WISDOM WELL BENEFIT ME, SO F**K WHAT A
THOUGHTLESS NEGGA THINK ABOUT ME AND SHIT I'M
DOIN! MOST HUSTLER IS MINDLESS SLAVES TO ANOTHER
HUSTA-FUCKA'S THOUGHTS, SO, WHEN THEY SEE YOUR ORI-
GINAL INDEPENDANT THOUGHT BEING MANIFESTED

12-20-18  LAWRENCE TAYLOR  55950-260
A HUSTLER'S PRAYER'S

To Be Wise Unto Self

Try and

Expect the Slave Ass Hustler's to bring you back into the fold, or tear you down!

To all the real hustler's who can appreciate
this game in this book, know that you will be going against the norm breaking out of the economic whole-minded state which will make you stand out due to your unglamour's appearance, but let your wisdom comfort you!

As of this moment I'm working on shit above
the slave mind-set which I catch hell from these ignorant as niggers and the C.O.'s. But it's right work cause I know!
A Hustler's Proverbs

The Slack Hand

He becometh poor that dealeth with
a slack hand:

But the hand of the diligent maketh
rich.

Proverbs 10:4 KJV

(a) He becometh poor that dealeth with
a slack hand

Fortunately this has never been an issue for
me, but I see this shit in so-called hustler's of today.
As I write this all these niggers is down is settin'
in they cell tellin' war stories, bullshitting on the
doors and so forth, basically wasted time.

Here it is we in the shyt, we aint got nuthin' but
time, time that could be used to create somethin', as
far as a book or any other type of intellectual
work. This is what nutha-fucka's dont understand. Poverty proceeds from a poor mind, which is a tenor-
ant mind! The moment hustler's realize that his
mental wealth will manifest his material wealth
I hook thts will encourage hustler's to pick up
A HUSTLER'S PROVERBS

THE SLACK HAND

Books and use their time productively!

James Allen says as a man thinketh so is he.

Real shit. If you broke it's cause you aint thinkin'

Every action is a manifestation of thought, so start

With yo thought, by feeding it something to think

About because drugs sale they self and that shit

Is the supreme knowledge of some hustler's which

Greatly limit's their growth!

Shit, you can only sale drugs so many ways!

Really ask yo self how you spend today, and ask

Yo self is yo hand slack or not? If you like it

I love it, it's yo life not mine! I'm constantly

Tryen' eventually it both pop cause every thing

About my hustle is unrelentless! Get like me!

Well stay free!
A HUSTLER'S PROVERBS

TOO MANY WORD'S

IN THE MULTITUDE OF WORD'S THERE
WAN'T NO SENSE
BUT HE REFRAINETH HIS LIPS IS WISE

PROVERBS 10:19 KJV

AS I ONCE TOLD YOU, THE WORDS OF OUR MOUTH
IS THE VERBAL AFFIRMATION OF OUR THOUGHT'S, WHICH
ALSO ALLOWS OTHER'S TO HEAR OUR THOUGHT'S
I WAS GONNA YELL YALL WHAT SOME FUNDAMENTAL
SHALLOW SHIT BUT I'M GONNA GIVE YALL THE REAL, AS
FAR AS THE POWER OF WORDS! AS YOU SEE I HAVE A
VERY GOOD UNDERSTANDING OF THE BIBLE, THAT SURPAS'S
THE INFORMATIVE VERSION OF TODAY THAT'S NOT GOVERNED
BY NO PERSONAL KNOWLEDGE OF THE BIBLE FOR THEMSELVES WHICH IS THE MAIN REASON FOR THE ABSENCE OF
THE KNOWLEDGE I'M GONNA SHARE WIT MY HUSTLER'S THAT'S IN PLAIN VIEW.

IT REALLY AIN'T NO EASY WAY TO EASE INTO THIS
RADICAL TRUTH SO I'M GONNA JUST HIT YOU WIT IT, THEN EXPLAIN IT!

WORD'S IS GOD! AT LEAST THAT WHAT THE
A Hustler's Proverbs

Too Many Words

F**ken Bible say! Yea! We're 7 right here!

In the beginning was the Word,
and the Word was with God, and
the Word was God.
The same was in the beginning
with God.
All things were made by him, and
without him was not anything
made that was made,
in him was life; and the life
was the light of men.

John 1:1-4 KJV

I'm gone break this shit down so you
and every hustler can see what I see!

(1a) In the beginning was the Word,

when you look at the book of Genesis it cle-
A HUSTLER'S PROVERBS

TOO MANY WORDS

ARLY SAY'S THAT GOD SAID LET THERE BE LIGHT.

AND GOD SAID, LET THERE BE LIGHT; AND THERE WAS LIGHT.

GENESIS 1:3 KJV

IT'S A KNOWN FACT THAT THE CREATION OF LIGHT WAS GOD'S FIRST CREATION, WHICH PLACED THE POWER OF WORD TO THE BEGINNING, VALIDATING JOHN 1:1!

KNOW I'M ALSO GOING TO CLEAR UP A BULLETIN INTERPRETATION WHICH CHRISTIANS SAY JESUS WAS IN THE BEGINNING WITH GOD, AND HERE'S THE KNOWLEDGE.

THE LORD POSSESSED ME IN THE BEGINNING OF HIS WAY, BEFORE HIS WORK'S OF OLD.

I WAS SET UP FROM ETERNITY, FROM THE BEGINNING, OR EVER THE EARTH WAS

WHEN THERE WERE NO DEPTHS, I WAS BROUGHT FORTH; WHEN THERE WERE NO
A HUSTLER'S PROVERBS

Too Many Words

Fountains abounding with water,
Before the mountains were settled,
Before the hills were I brought forth.
While as yet He had not made the
Earth, nor the field's, nor the highest
Part of the dust of the world,
When He prepared the heavens I was
There; when He set the compass upon
The face of the depth;
When He established the clouds above;
When He strengthened the fountains of
The deep:
When He gave to the sea His decree,
That the waters should not pass His
Commandments: when He appointed
The foundation of the earth
Then I was by Him, as one brought up
With Him; and I was daily His delight,
Rejoicing always before Him:

Proverbs 8:22-30 KJV

Growth occurs by exceeding truth, the
A Hustler's Proverbs

Too Many Word's

Truth of the matter is it don't say no were in the fckin' bible, that it is was Jesus in the beginning with God, but it clearly say's the words was, if Jesus allegedly been with God in the beginning add's to his sacredness, what does that do for the power of word, and how we use them? Especially if they have the power to create!

(18) And the word was with God, and the word was God.

By understanding the word God means Almighty and powerful! We are being told that our words are with power, and one word's is our power.

I really don't understand the whole science to this shit, but we as hustler's have experienced our ability to talk shit up! So, I have no doubt's about this being accurate.

In this knowledge we as hustlers must become very conscious of the words we use and the things we speak into existence!
A HUSTLER'S PROVERBS

TOO MANY WORDS

I PERSONALLY SEE HOW NEGATIVE MIND-SET'S I'VE HAD IN THE PAST HAS LED ME TO SPEAK NEGATIVE SHIT INTO EXISTANCE, TAKE FOR INSTA-
NCE: ONE DAY I WAS AT THE HOUSE, AND I WAS HOLLERING AT MY PEEP'S AND I SAID "THE NEXT
TIME I GET JAMMED-UP IT'S GONNA BE BY THE FED'S AND THEY GONNA GIVE ME FOOTBALL NUM-
BERS!" THIS WAS AROUND THE END OF "08" I WAS FUCKED OFF "9/09"! SOMETIMES THE SHIT DONT
HAPPEN IMMEDIATELY, BUT, I KNOW FOR A FACT
THAT WE SPEAK SHIT INTO EXISTANCE (0000, OK
BAD!

DEATH AND LIFE ARE IN THE POWER
OF THE TONGUE:

PROVERBS 18:21 KJV

I'M PERSONALLY WORKING ON MY ABILITY TO
SAY SHIT FAVORABLE TO THE CONDITION'S I WANT
TO CREATE FOR MYSELF!

SO LET YOUR WORDS BE FEW SO YOU WONT
CROSS, OR TAKE BACK THE SHIT YOU SPOKE!

12-26-18

LAWRENCE TAYLOR

55950-0600
A HUSTLER'S PROVERBS

THE GROWTH OF A HUSTLER

THE BLESSINGS OF THE LORD, IT MAKETH RICH,
AND HE ADDETH NO SORROW WITH IT.

PROVERBS 10:22 KJV

RIGHT NOW HUSTLERS OUT THERE IN SMALL MOOD. IT'S GOOD MONEY IN THE STREET, BUT THAT SH*T IS SLAVE LABOR. YOU NOR I AIN'T EVEN THE DRUG GAME, SO NEVA'S CAN ONLY BE A WORKER IN THAT GAME.

AS A HUSTLER OUR OBJECTIVE SHOULD BE TO BE THE BOSS ALL THE WAY THE F*CK UP! THIS ELEVATION IN A HUSTLER'S LIFE WILL ONLY TRANSPARE THROUGH THE MENTAL CONCEPTION OF A ORIGINAL IDEA, WHICH WE CAN FIGURE OUT A WAY TO PULL OUT OF THE MENTAL REAM, AND MANIFEST IN OUR MATERIAL REAM, WHICH IS THE BLESSINGS OF THE LORD!

ONCE WE AS HUSTLERS ENTER THE INTELECTUAL REAM OF THOUGHT WHERE WE BEGIN INVENTING CREATING AND ALL THAT TYPE OF SH*T, YOU WONT HAVE TO LOOK OVER YOUR SHOULDER'S NO MORE!

12-24-18
LAMONTE TAYLOR 56950-008
A HUSTLER'S PROVERBS

THE GRADUATION OF A HUSTLER

Right now hustler, are only employee's of the street, and sometimes you got to work for a mutha-fucka to stack yo shit so yo can fund yo idea, but the goal is to be a Boss, a real Boss!

18-26-18 Lawrence Taylor 82 55950-060
A TALEBEARER

A TALEBEARER REVEALETH SECRET'S:  
PROVERBS 11:13 KJV

Every where I look, all you see is gosspin. These nigger's is like bitch's, they're hearts are full of hate, and larceny!

Again, I can only see this cause I first seen it in myself. At the time I aint realized I was dealing wit these issue's until a nigger held up a mirror to my flaws and showed me the root of my actions.

He told me, get to the root of shit, and ask myself why I gossip, and slander nigger's. As I began to ask myself why and got to the root of shit, I quickly seen that, I didn't like the person I was slanderen' or gosspin about, and I was not tryna create a good image of him, and other times I was just in the habit of doin' this, so it became a pass-time, which I was carryin' myself like a bitch!

10-26-18  LAWRENCE TAYLOR  85930-060
A HUSTLER'S PROVERBS

A TALEBEARER

NEELESS TO SAY I CHANGED UP! ONCE I DID I GOT TO PEEP IN ALL THE NEGBA'S I USE TO GOS-
SIP WIT NEVER STOPPED THEY JUST FOUN NO NEW
NEGBA'S TO GOSIP AND HATE WIT!

WE AS HUMAN'S ARE HABITUAL BEINGS, SO, GOOS-
SIPER'S GONNA GOSIP ABOUT ANY, AND EVERYBODY
THEY CAN.

THIS IS WHY IT'S BEST NOT TO EVEN FUCK WIT
A GOSIP'N ASS NEGBA, CAUSE THEY GONE TALK
ABOUT ANYTHING THEY HEAR, AND THEN PUT THEIR
NEGATIVE CRITICISM ON IT, WHICH IS THE LARG-
EST IN THEE HEART COMIN OUT!

THE ONLY WAY TO PROTECT YOURSELF FROM THESE
TYPE OF NEGBA'S IS DUCK'EM, LISTEN TO THEM
BUT DON'T TALK TO THEM, ONCE YOU SEE THIS
IS WHAT E'NE NEGBA ON GOTT ON!

THE MOMENT A NEGBA TELL YOU SOME SHIT
ABOUT A NEGBA YOU AINT ASK HIM HE A HOG
AND YOU BETTER BEWARE!
A HUSTLE'S PROVERBS

OUTRO

LONG LIVE THE MUTHAFUCKIN' HUSTLE! I'M TRULY SORRY SOME OF THIS SHIT GOT WATER'D DOWN, BUT I WAS TRYNA PUT A LOT OF SHIT TO PAPER AND GET IT OUT. THIS PRISON SHIT CREEZY, AND I'VE LOST SOME OF MY GREATER THOUGHT'S I'VE WROTE BEFORE, AND I'VE NEVER EVER BEEN ABLE TO COME CLOSE TO REPLICATING THEM!

I HONESTLY HOPE THAT SOME OF THESE PROVERBS WILL ASSIST YOU, OVERCOME A LOT OF OBSTACLE'S SET IN FRONT OF YOU, ALWAYS TRY TO KEEP IN MIND THAT THOUGHT TRANSCEND ALL CIRCUMSTANCES, SO THINK!

IF ANYONE WANT TO CHOP IT BO'T SOME REAL SHIT, OR SHIT THAT'S REAL TO YOU, YOU CAN GET AT ME, AND I'LL GET BACK!

LAWRENCE TAYLOR
55950-060
WWW.B.O.P.COM

12-26-18 L.C.T. (95) 55950-060
THE NEW CHRISTIAN MOVEMENT CONSTITUTION

1st - The Founder of the New Christian Movement will establish the laws that will govern the body of this Christian movement, and all laws will be enforced by a S.C. (Spiritual Counselor). All laws will be based on Scripture. The purpose of these laws is to guide the heart and minds of this New Christian body with love, peace, truth, and equality.

All laws will be to serve the greater purpose of this movement. There will be no law established in this movement that will favor anyone not even the Founder.

In order that the New Christian Laws may never come into question as dictatorial, every law will be concluded with the reason as well as the higher purpose, so that every brother and sister in this movement may be able to judge the laws and the fruit of them for themselves so that this movement will transition our members from blind faith to trust!

Total reliance upon Spiritual Teachings

Trust

2nd - The New Christian Holy Day, Sabbath, and Day of Rest is Saturday morning from 12 AM to Sunday morning 18 AM which is a whole 24 hours.

Every member of this movement is to use this day to rest, and visit the New Christian Movement Facebook page to get the word of the week, and socialize and discuss it amongst our brothers and sisters in hopes to gain greater insight's to daily application.

18-06-18 Lawrence Taylor (1) 55950-060
The New Christian Movement Constitution

Law 3rd - Every member of this movement is to meditate daily by way of exercising the power of thought through the use of a PST-Wheel.

The purpose of this law is to show each member the power of thought, and encourage them to continue to cultivate their mind inorder to strengthen them, so that each member will see what their efforts are doing. It is also pertinent that each member owns their own PST-Wheel, and should be used for at least 30 min a day.

Law 4th - Every member of this movement is to want for every other member what they would want for themselves:

- No member will gossip about another member.
- Every member will lift up each other mentally, financially through socially responsible economic endeavors that will not be parasitical on our members.

Law 5th - This movement will never take the form of a racial movement. The New Christian Movement is to a pillar of light to every race, and nationality.

This movement will not attack, or degrade anyone's religion. We are to only peacefully practice our beliefs and through our conduct we will light the path of humanity.

There is nothing in our belief system that will
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CONSTITUTE ANY CONFLICT WITH ANY LAWS OF ANY GOVERNMENT.
EVERY NEW CHRISTIAN MOVEMENT MEMBER MUST NEVER USE THIS
MOVEMENT AS A CLOAK TO BREAK ANY LAW OF THEIR GOVERNMENT.

LAW 6TH - ALL MEMBERS MUST PEACEFULLY, BUT OPENLY PROCLAIM
THIS MOVEMENT, AND THE TEACHINGS OF IT. EACH MEMBER WILL BE ISSUED
A NEW CHRISTIAN IDENTIFICATION CARD FOR $10.

EVERY MEMBER OF THIS MOVEMENT WILL BE REGISTERED
IN THE NEW CHISTIAN DATA BASE AS A OFFICIAL MEMBER, AND WILL
BE ELIGIBLE FOR NEW CHRISTIAN ASSISTANCE AND BENEFITS, AS THE
NEED MAY ARRIVE.

THIS ASSISTANCE WILL COME FROM THE WEEKLY $10 CONTRIBUTION FROM ALL MEMBERS. THESE CONTRIBUTIONS WILL
BE OPENLY PUBLISHED FOR ALL MEMBERS TO SEE. ALL CONTRIBUTIONS
WILL GO TOWARDS BUILDING JP THE MEMBERS IN OUR COMMUNITY.
BY WAY OF ASSISTING OUR MEMBERS WITH THEIR BASIC NEEDS SUCH
AS FOOD, CLOTHING, TRANSPORTATION AND HOUSING.

LAW 7TH - EVERY MEMBER WILL DONATE 5 HR'S OF THEIR
TIME TO PROVIDE THEIR PROFESSIONAL SKILL OF THEIR CAREER TO
GROW THIS MOVEMENT IN EVERY AREA CONDUCTIVE TO THE NEEDS OF THE
COMMUNITY WEEKLY.
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